‡ 2. Definitions and Notation
The terminology and notation are mainly those of [5] and [8] . Let S be a finite alphabet, whose elements are called symbols. A word over S is a finite sequence of symbols from S. The set of all words over S, that is, the free monoid generated by S, is denoted by S * . The identity element e of S * is called the empty word. For any word w oe S * , †w † denotes its length, that is, the number of symbols occurring in w. The length of e is taken to be zero. If a oe S and w oe S * , then †w † a denotes the number of occurrences of a in w. The reversal of a word u = a 1 a 2 … a k is the word u R = a k a k-1 … a 1 and e R = e. A word u is a palindrome if u R = u.
An infinite word over S is a map u : NöS, written as u = a 1 a 2 a 3 …. The set of all infinite words over S is denoted by S w .
Example 1
The word p = Hp n L 8n¥1< = 0 110 101 000 101 …, where p n = 1 if n is a prime number and p n = 0 otherwise, is an example of an infinite word. The word p is called the characteristic sequence of the prime numbers. Here are the first 50 terms of p. There is a special class of words with many remarkable properties, the so-called Sturmian words. These words admit several equivalent definitions (see, e.g. [5] , [8] ).
Definition 2
Let w oe S w . Let PHw, nL, the complexity function of w, be the map that counts, for all integer n ¥ 0, the number of subwords of length n in w. An infinite word w is a Sturmian word if PHw, nL = n +1 for all integer n ¥ 0. Since for any Sturmian word, PHw, 1L = 2, Sturmian words have to be over two symbols. The word p in example 1 is not a Sturmian word because PHp, 2L = 4 ¹≠ 3.
Given two real numbers a, b oe R with a irrational and 0 < a < 1, 0 § b < 1, define the infinite word w = w 1 w 2 w 3 … as w n = dHn + 1L a + bt -dn a + bt. The numbers a and b are the slope and the intercept, respectively. This word is called mechanical. The mechanical words are equivalent to Sturmian words [5] . As a special case, b = 0 gives the characteristic words.
Definition 3
Let a be irrational, 0 < a < 1. For n ¥ 1, define w a HnL = dHn +1L at -dn at and w HaL = w a H1 L w a H2L w a H3L …; then w HaL is called a characteristic word with slope a.
On the other hand, note that every irrational a oe H0, 1L has a unique continued fraction expansion
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where each a i is a positive integer. Let a = @0,
Such a sequence of words is called a standard sequence. This sequence is related to characteristic words in the following way. Observe that, for any n ¥ 0, s n is a prefix of s n+1 , which gives meaning to lim nØ ¶ s n as an infinite word. In fact, one can prove that each s n is a prefix of wHaL for all n ¥ 0 and wHaL = lim nØ ¶ s n [5] . ‡ 3. Fibonacci Word and Its Fractal Curve
Definition 4
Fibonacci words are words over 80, 1< defined inductively as follows:
The words f n are referred to as the finite Fibonacci words. The limit 
Definition 5
The Fibonacci morphism s : 80, 1< * ö80, 1< * is defined by s H0L = 01 and sH1L = 0.
The Fibonacci word f satisfies f = lim nØ ¶ s n H1L and s n H1L = f n for all n ¥ 1. 
Definition 6
Let F : 80, 1< * ö80, 1< * be the map such that F deletes the last two symbols.
The following proposition summarizes some basic properties about the Fibonacci word.
Proposition 1
The Fibonacci word and the finite Fibonacci words satisfy:
1. The words 11 and 000 are not subwords of the Fibonacci word.
2.
Let a b be the last two symbols of f n . For n ¥ 2, a b = 01 if n is even and a b = 10 if n is odd.
3.
The concatenation of two successive Fibonacci words is almost commutative; that is, f n f n-1 and f n-1 f n have a common prefix of length F n -2, for all n ¥ 2.
4.
FH f n L is a palindrome for all n ¥ 2.
For all
that is, l n exchanges the two last symbols of f n .
· The Fibonacci Word Fractal
The Fibonacci word can be associated with a curve using a drawing rule. A particular action follows on the symbol read (this is the same idea as that used in L-systems [9] ). In this case, the drawing rule is called "the odd-even drawing rule" [7] . Table 1 . The odd-even drawing rule.
Definition 7
The n th Fibonacci curve, denoted by F n , is the result of applying the odd-even drawing rule to the word f n . The Fibonacci word fractal is defined as
The program LShow is adapted from [10] to generate L-systems. The next proposition about properties of the curves F n and F comes directly from the properties of the Fibonacci word from Proposition 1. More properties can be found in [7] .
Proposition 2
The Fibonacci word fractal F and the curve F n have the following properties:
1. F is composed only of segments of length 1 or 2.
2.
The number of turns in the F n curve is the Fibonacci number F n-1 .
3.
The F n curve is similar to the curve F n-3 .
4.
The curve F n is symmetric.
5.
The F n curve is composed of five curves: 
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· Some Variations
The Fibonacci word and other words can be derived from the dense Fibonacci word, which was introduced in [7] .
Definition 8
The dense Fibonacci word f comes from the Fibonacci word f by applying the morphism Given a drawing rule, the global angle is the sum of the successive angles generated by the word through the rule. With the natural drawing rule, DH1L = -p ê 2, DH0L = 0,
For a drawing rule, the resulting angle of a word d is the function D that gives the global angle. A morphism q preserves the resulting angle if for any word w, DHqHwLL = DHwL; moreover, a morphism q inverts the resulting angle if for any word w, DHqHwLL = -DHwL.
The dense Fibonacci word is strongly linked to the Fibonacci word fractal because f` can generate a whole family of curves whose limit is the Fibonacci word fractal [7] . All that is needed is to apply a morphism to f` that preserves or inverts the resulting angle.
Here are some examples.
NewFibonacci@n_, string0_, string1_, string2_, angle_D := LShow@ "+" <> StringReplace@ StringReplace@DenseFibonacciWord@nD, 8"0" Ø string0, "1" Ø string1, "2" Ø string2<D, 8"0" Ø "F", "1" Ø "F-", "2" Ø "F+"<D, N@angle DegreeD, 150D
Grid@8
Text êü NewFibonacci@16, "21", "02", "10", 90D, NewFibonacci@16, "210", "020", "10", 90D, NewFibonacci@16, "102", "2", "1", 90D < <, Frame Ø AllD
Here are some examples with other angles.
Text êü 8 "0 Ø 210, 1 Ø 020, 2 Ø 10", "0 Ø 2102, 1 Ø 020, 2 Ø 10", "0 Ø 210, 1 Ø 020, 2 Ø 10" <, 8
NewFibonacci@16, "210", "020", "10", 100D, NewFibonacci@16, "2102", "020", "10", 60D, NewFibonacci@17, "210", "020", "10", 120D <, Text êü 8 "0 Ø 01, 1 Ø 2, 2 Ø 10", "0 Ø 01, 1 Ø 2, 2 Ø 10", "0 Ø 12, 1 Ø 1, 2 Ø 2" <, 8
NewFibonacci@16, "01", "2", "10", 150D, NewFibonacci@21, "01", "2", "10", 60D, NewFibonacci@16, "12", "1", "2", 70D < <, Frame Ø AllD 0 Ø 210, 1 Ø 020, 2 Ø 10 0 Ø 2102, 1 Ø 020, 2 Ø 10 0 Ø 210, 1 Ø 020, 2 Ø 10
. Generalized Fibonacci Words and Fibonacci Word Fractals
The following proposition relates the Fibonacci word f to f @iD .
Proposition 3
Let j i : 80, 1< * ö80, 1< * be the morphism defined by j i H0L = 0 and j i H1L = 0 i 1, i ¥ 0; then
for all i ¥ 0.
Definition 10
The Hn, iL-Fibonacci number F n @iD is defined recursively by F 0 @iD = 1, F 1 @iD = i, and
The Hn, 1L-Fibonacci numbers are the Fibonacci numbers and the Hn, 2L-Fibonacci numbers are the Fibonacci numbers shifted by one. The following table shows the first terms in the sequences F n @iD and their reference numbers in the On-Line Encyclopedia of Sequences (OIES) [12] .
text@i_D := Style@"F", ItalicD Style@"n",ItalicD Row@8"@",i,"D"<D ;
Text ü TableForm@ Table@Table@LinearRecurrence@81, 1<, 81, i<, nD@@nDD, 8n, 1, 10<D, 8i, 1, 6<D, TableHeadings -> 88 Row@8text@1D, "\tA000045"<D, Row@8text@2D, "\tA000045"<D, Row@8text@3D, "\tA000204"<D, Row@8text@4D, "\tA000085"<D, Row@8text@5D, "\tA022095"<D, Row@8text@6D, "\tA022096"<D <, Automatic<D Here are the curves F n @iD for i = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. 
